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Zara 

"For the Fashionista!"

Zara, a humungous Spanish clothing chain that started in 1975, has

carved a name for itself in the fashion world. Italy gets its own taste of

Zara, since its establishment in the heart of Rome in the early 2010s.

Rome's flagship store in the historical Palazzo Bocconi, stands in a spot

that once housed the popular Rinascente department store on Via del

Corso. This outlet in Rome, spread across 5 floors, offers chic clothing for

men, women and children. Accessories to complement the apparel are

also available.

 +39 06 697 9171  www.zara.com/it/en/  Via del Corso 189, Palazzo Bocconi,

Rome

 by  Strategic Business Unit 

Strategic Business Unit 

"Stylish Men's Wear"

For all denim-loving fanatics, the Strategic Business Unit is a treasure

trove. It specializes in jeans, creating masterpieces of various styles- slim-

fit, low cut, flared and the like. The boutique is frequented by the classes

who pick out the latest trends and new designs in the world of denim

fashion. There are other fabrics available too. Apart from jeans, a large

part of the stock consists of shoes and shirts. The Strategic Business Unit

deals in men's wear, meeting their needs and dressing them up in style.

 +39 06 6880 2547  www.sbu.it  info@sbu.it  Via di San Pantaleo 68-69,

Rome
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Fendi 

"Ultra-Glamorous Outfits"

Fendi is the ultimate in the fashion sector with its creative ideas regarding

garments and accessories for men and women. A name to reckon with in

the world market, it attracts the elite and glamorous crowds with its

fashion sense. Owned by the Louis Vuitton Group, the showroom is a

must visit for checking out the latest style statements. The bags, fur and

dresses use exotic materials to lend more charm to the design. However,

be sure to carry loads of money due to its high prices.

 +39 06 33 4501  www.fendi.com/it  Largo Carlo Goldoni 419-421, Piazza di

Spagna, Rome
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La Cravatta su Misura 

"Ties For All Tastes"

La Cravatta su Misurain in the heart of Trastevere is the only of its kind in

Rome. The skill and care of its owner, Rossella D'Angelo, means that ties

can be made to measure. Her enthusiasm for ties is apparent in how she

shows the visitor the different kinds of fabrics, all either wool or silk, and

the wide range of patterns and colors. The ties are made in two parts, as is

traditional, with great attention paid to the inner finishing and the choice

of liner based on the competent advice of the owner. Initials can be sewn
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into the tie and the length can be chosen to suit the wearer.

 +39 06 8901 6941  www.cravattasumisura.it/  info@cravattasumisura.it  Via Santa Cecilia 12, Rome
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Gucci 

"Top Fashion For Everyone"

This Gucci store on Via Condotti is the brand's flagship store that was

opened in 1938. The store offers all kinds of clothing including babywear!

Knee-length dresses, suitable for any age with many variations including

animal patterns, close-fitting dresses, flared, hip-hugging trousers, and

micro costumes that make great use of laces. Trawling the racks you will

find looser, monochromatic blouses, not-so-tight trousers such as palazzo

pants or the more current cargo pants, although made with better quality

materials.

 +39 06 679 0405  www.gucci.com/ca/en/store/via-

condotti-8

 Via Condotti 8, Rome
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Battistoni 

"Landmark Fashion Store"

A very famous outlet. Battistoni is the tried and tested answer to men's

fashion woes. It is situated in the historic part of the city, amidst the major

attractions and landmark. It excels in creating magic out of fabrics and the

designs that it weaves never go out of style. A plush store, it exhibits

trousers, suits, pajamas, sports gear. knitwear and fashion accessories.

The trendy cufflinks and bags are excellent gift options too. Do not miss

out on the chic collection here, or if nothing else, pick out a perfume or

two to make that special occasion an extra special one.

 +39 06 697 6111  www.battistoni.com/  info@battistoni.com  Via Condotti 61A, Rome
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Ermenegildo Zegna 

"Fashion for Men"

Zegna's clothes for men have been a guarantee of quality for years. The

ties are never ostentatious, the fabrics are all high quality, and allow the

wonderfully tailored suits to hang beautifully or move naturally with the

body. The shop stocks all types of men's clothing: shirts, ties, leather

accessories, scarves, overcoats, and blazers, which can be adjusted by

expert tailors to suit the individual customer.

 +39 06 6994 0678  www.zegna.com/us-

en/store-locator/

 boutique.roma@zegna.com  Via Condotti 58, Rome
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Salvatore Ferragamo Men 

"A Matter of Style"

The Ferragamo men's shop at 65, Via dei Condotti is a shopping spot for

the most stylish of men who believe in dressing well, for every occasion.

Classy suits that will never go out of fashion, crisp, silky ties and shirts

made of durable fabrics with creative patterns and along with other

masculine accessories, are all available under one roof. Shiny leather

shoes and scarves made from silk and cashmere and well-cut trousers are

also a specialty at Ferragamo.

 +39 06 678 1130  store.ferragamo.com/euro

pe/it/rm/rome/via-

 romemstore@ferragamo.co

m

 Via dei Condotti 65, Rome
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Brioni 

"Classy Tailoring"

This marvelous shop is ideal for those who like beautiful, timeless pieces:

classical clothing for him and her with accessories that stand the test of

time. You may have to spend a bit more but it is worth it. The store is

reputed to have the most talented craftsmen at their service who are

expedient in creating masterpieces. The staff are very well prepared,

speak English and serve their clients with great hospitality.

 +39 06 678 3428  www.brioni.com/  romacondotti@brioni.com  Via Condotti 21a, Rome
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Emporio Armani Roma 

"Suit Up!"

Emporio Armani, the more reasonable clothing line of the Italian fashion

giant Giorgio Armani, has found its first location in Rome near the Spanish

Steps. This store is popular for selling some of the latest trends for men

and women. Housing an extensive collection, this store offers its

customers a choice between formal and casual wear. Even undergarments

and accessories ranging across belts, bags, shoes, wallets, watches and

jewellery are available.

 +39 06 322 1581  www.armani.com/en-in/store-

locator#store/0004AS

 Via del Babuino 140, Rome
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OVS 

"Elegant and Comfortable"

OVS has slowly incorporated into a household name for luxury garments

for men, women and children. A place to kit up the entire family, the

showroom offers delightful pieces of handiwork that are graceful and

classy. The formal wear as well as the casuals are good purchases for

their elegant look and feel as well as the durability. One might be

intimidated by the costs, though the thrill of donning the fine fabrics and

the compliments that one may receive definitely overshadow everything

else.

 +39 06 446 7232  www.ovs.it/  servizioclienti@oviesse.it  Piazza Vittorio Emanuele II

108, Rome
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